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 A new chapter.

The times they are a changing 

My heart i feel it racing 

For excitement runs through my veins 

As new beginnings are on the horizon 

New faces 

New places 

No days in my future dated 

Just the unknown 

That I am completely ready for 

That I know I can embrace 

No longer scared for ifs or buts 

Just flowing naturally 

Enjoying each moment with a new outlook 

Forgiveness 

Forgetting 

But never regretting 

Just sure that I know myself completely  

And that is all I need 

My eyes wide open 

The chance might not come again
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 Like a habit I can?t break

You are there every weekend without a doubt  

You are the release I need 

I beat myself up after we have our fun and games 

But I go back to you  

Like a habit I can't break 

You are there when I need you  

Happy celebrations 

And times of sorrow  

My comfort  

My enemy  

My confidence  

My nemesis  

Over and over and over we play again but I just can't help myself no matter how many times I lose.
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 Enjoying my own company

Sat here alone but I don't mind 

It gives me time to just be me 

No talking 

Not much thinking  

Just sat on this bench enjoying my own company  

  

I like this time to just be still 

My time alone where I can chill 

I Don't have to entertain or make small talk 

Just eating my lunch that I just bought 

Thinking how much I enjoy my own company  

  

People walk past and and I give a quick smile 

I wonder where they're off to for a little while 

The snowdrops sprouting say hello to me 

As I sit quietly enjoying my own company  

  

I like my time when I just potter about 

I'm sure I will continue to do this no doubt 

Taking in my surroundings and going to the places i choose 

This new found love for quiet I don't want to loose 

I think these things sat beneath this beautiful tree  

Here content in my own company.
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 A fine line between love and hate

Years of my life slowly Destroyed and eradicated into nothingness 

The most amazing feelings I strangely just want to forget 

No words could possibly begin to describe 

The pain 

The confusion 

The heartache 

Torture 

Battling with myself trying to make sense of it all 

Life is an experience that you can't ever brace yourself for 

Dreams that didn't come true 

puzzle me 

I manifested this? 

The Feeling of being untouchable was wild 

I was safe with you as my security blanket 

I analyse every moment 

How naive I was? 

Where did I go wrong? 

What did I do? 

I thought I was good? 

I doubt myself? 

I wish I could see myself through your eyes 

No matter the reassurance 

I wonder? 

A journey of Self discovery 

The unlimited emotions are phenomenal. 

Photos are a constant reminder 

I'm sentimental I can't escape it 

Reminiscing of lust 

Fascinated by you 

Though now I wish I wasn't 

To describe it as Disappointed is an understatement 

The Wondering what if will never leave me 

Vivid imagination 
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Remembering personal moments that meant something 

Lost. 

You were my best friend 

We did Everything together 

Our own family 

Important years tainted 

Why? 

Why did you do that to me? 

You know my depths More then anyone 

But you wounded me regardless  

I will never understand it 

And that's ok 

Accept it 

Move on 

There's a fine line between love and hate.
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 Sister 

Sister 

From my beginning there through everything  

Every year 

Every tear 

Every laugh 

Every new experience  

Every heartbreak  

Every life lesson 

Every fight and  

Make up  

You are more than a sister 

A friend  

A confidant 

A crutch to lean on when times are hard  

Growing into adults and evolving constantly  

That's the beauty of it all 

You complete me. 
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 I am worth more

Only now I can see almost clearly 

My eyes clouded by devotion 

Words of advice I've spoken so many times to friends in their time of need 

Become the reality check I myself need to hear 

  

Blinded by love for so long 

not seeing what was there in front of me 

Disconnect 

We were not one 

Always unbalanced 

But trying to force someone to be who they are not 

  

Blaming myself for being too emotional 

But now I am proud of my feelings 

They take me higher 

To another frequency 

A stepping stone in the journey of me 

  

Stop 

  

Stop trying to understand something and someone who is not on my level 

Feel sympathy, because they could never be in touch with their own souls so deeply 

  

Move 

  

Gracefully and with dignity 

Ending the toxic cycle that I allowed myself to repeat so naturally 

As though it was what I deserved 

Because I'm free 

To only except love and respect that I express so easily  

  

Second nature 
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To see beauty in everything 

Disregard imperfections because we're only human 

But unkind actions I cannot excuse 

Because I am worth more.
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 Too much water under the bridge 

A little confused is how I feel 

The day is coming closer  

It's becoming real 

  

When it's over it's completely done 

No second chances  

Only one 

  

My brain is twisted  

Feeling tangled  

Emotions done 

They've been mangled  

  

The tables have turned  

But it's a little too late 

We have to live 

With this troubled fate 

  

The house is no longer  

A home 

Soon we'll be apart  

Just On our own 

  

Edging forward about to go over the ridge  

Unfortunately this time 

There's just too much water under the bridge
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 You are there in my thoughts

I stare up into the deep blue lagoon  

Heaven is what I see  

Unique clouds filling my eye line  

I pretend that's where angels frolic and roam 

Just for my own peace of mind  

My imagination running wild  

The place my loved ones go in my illusions  

Nirvana 

Paradise  

Utopia  

The after world 

I imagine as it catches my glance  

Even if only for a second  

You are there in my thoughts.
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 Brick by brick

The foundations for a home 

The solid safety that wraps around a family 

  

The excitement when you own those bricks 

You dreamed of those bricks 

You slaved away for those bricks 

  

  

Hour after hour 

  

  

But getting so much satisfaction from those bricks 

Every life experience within those bricks 

  

They are more than just bricks 

  

you grow and learn  

You evolve  

You stack a legacy  

Brick by brick.
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 Unconditional Love 

My soul mate 

My best friend 

My niece  

  

The day you was born my life exploded in only what i could describe as euphoria 

  

The focus of the family 

A new connection  

New life 

Innocence  

Beauty  

Angelic  

Pure 

  

A new purpose  

My number one 

No matter what 

Unconditional love  

Forever 

  

  

I love you 
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 What mark will I make on the world

Lucky in life  

Walking talking breathing  

Even the daily 9 to 5 is fortunate  

I'm here to tell my tale  

And for that I'm forever thankful. 

Nothing lasts forever  

Everything is temporary  

Awoken from my sleep  

And ready to grab life with both hands 

  

Touch 

Taste  

Smell  

Sight  

Hearing 

  

  

With these things I am blessed  

Never squandering a moment  

It's exciting  

What's going to happen next? 

The thrill of not knowing constantly keeps me on my toes. 

The realisation that we are not invincible Stops me in my tracks. 

  

I think 

I listen 

I observe 

I grow. 

  

Life thrills me and I will never take it for granted 

Because there is so much to experience 

Life is a discovery 

And it's only just begun. 
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What is my legacy? 

What mark will make on the world?
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 The depths of my soul

Inspiration has never hit me like this before 

Like a tonne of bricks breaking the barriers of my mind  

  

Words  

Ideas 

Thoughts 

Feelings  

Experience  

Contemplating  

  

Finally released  

A passion that has been locked away and is now free. 

An explosion of emotions flowing like a waterfall plummeting to the depths of my soul 
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 Sick to death

Sick of masks 

Sick of waiting 

Sick of not seeing my family 

  

Sick of being restricted  

Sick of going no where 

Sick of dreaming of the future  

  

Sick of not living in the moment 

Sick of people hurting 

Sick of people losing their loved ones 

  

Sick of rules 

Sick of being told what to do 

Sick of not being natural  

  

Sick of not hugging 

Sick of not kissing 

Sick of not being close 

  

Sick of Children thinking this is normal 

Sick of seeing confusion in their eyes 

Sick of them missing out 

  

Sick to death
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 Change, a haiku

The time has now come 

        Excited for a new start 

                 What will be will be
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 In the know 

  

  

Everything is new 

New house 

New job 

New location  

New outlook  

New opportunities  

New energy  

New happiness  

New ideas  

New expectations  

New me 

  

I knew it would all work out
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 Someone?s Treasure 

I don't want to loose this life 

Make excuses  

Fake a smile 

Wake up and get on with it. 

I don't want to simply except what's happening, as though my feelings have no weight. 

  

I don't don't want to have the pain of telling loved ones it is no more. 

  

I don't want to be vulnerable. 

I don't want to cry tears over a heartless soul. 

  

I don't want to analyse my every move. 

Blame myself for any mistakes I made. 

I don't want to feel alone, 

I don't want to, no longer have a home. 

  

I don't want to punish myself for days on end, 

I don't want to just pretend, that you can be just my friend. 

  

I don't want to repeat a cycle. 

I don't want small talk. 

I don't want fake. 

I don't want basic. 

I don't want boring. 

I don't want Mundane. 

I Don't want, you will do. 

I want to feel love that I know I deserve,  

That ignites a fire within me. 

That runs though my body like my favourite song. 

I want to feel mystical. 

  

Priceless. 
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Someone's treasure, 

Hidden within their depths 

The X carved right there on your heart. 

And not to be discarded so flippantly ever again. 

  

I want it all.
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